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Abstract: Recent reports show that 4K and 8K TV systems are expected to replace HDTV in the near future. 4K TV
broadcasting has begun commercially and the same for 8K TV is projected to begin by 2018. However,
the availability of content for 8K TV is still insufficient, a situation similar to that of HDTV in the 1990s.
Upconverting analogue content to HDTV content was important to supplement the insufficient HDTV content.
This upconverted content was also important for news coverage as HDTV equipment was heavy and bulky. The
current situation for 4K and 8K TV is similar wherein covering news with 8K TV equipment is very difficult
as this equipment is much heavier and bulkier than that required for HDTV in the 1990s. The HDTV content
available currently is sufficient, and the equipment has also evolved to facilitate news coverage; therefore, an
HDTV-to-8K TV upconverter can be a solution to the problems described above . However, upconversion
from interlaced HDTV to 8K TV results in an enlargement of the images by a factor of 32, thus making the
upconverted images very blurry. An upconverter with super resolution has been proposed in this study in order
to fix this issue.

1 INTRODUCTION

Research about HDTV started in the 1960s, and its
practical usage began in the late 1990s. The broad-
casting service began in 2000 for digital satellite
HDTV and in 2003 for terrestrial HDTV, and now
both services are offered in multiple countries. More
than 30 years of research were required for HDTV to
become a practical service, and only 18 years have
passed since these services began. However, 4K TV
services have been made available via satellite broad-
casting and Internet services. The horizontal and ver-
tical resolutions of HDTV are 1,980 pixels and 1,080
pixels, respectively (ITU-R-HDTV, 2015), and that
of 4K TV are 3,860 pixels and 2,160 pixels, respec-
tively (ITU-R-UDTV, 2015). The 4K TV system has
evolved over time and is used for multiple applica-
tions such as sports content, cinema and personal
videos. 8K TV has a horizontal resolution of 7,680
pixels and a vertical resolution of 4,320 pixels (ITU-
R-UDTV, 2015), which is four times greater than that
of 4K TV and 16 times greater than that of full HDTV
(progressive HDTV). Broadcasting HDTV adopts an
interlaced video system which contains half the infor-
mation as that contained by full HDTV. This means
that 8K TV content has a resolution 32 times higher

than that of the broadcasting HDTV content. The
system clock frequencies for broadcasting HDTV, 4K
TV and 8K TV are set at 74.25 MHz, 594 MHz and
2,376 MHz (2.376 GHz), respectively. The HD equip-
ment used currently has evolved both in terms of tech-
nology and cost effectiveness, and a majority of the
video content available, including films, is made in
HD. Although the use of commercial 4K TV is prac-
tical, its equipment is not commonly available, espe-
cially that used professionally, for example, 4K TV
professional video cameras. Sony began to release its
professional studio cameras in 2014, which are still
expensive. Other 4K TV equipment such as profes-
sional editing systems, transmission systems and out-
side broadcasting cars are both technically immature
and expensive. All types of 8K TV equipment are
currently under development or are being researched;
therefore, its practical use is much more difficult to
begin than that of 4K TV. However, 8K TV broadcast-
ing is projected for 2018 and is expected to be a high-
light of the 2020 Olympic Games. There are a couple
of problems that 8K TV services are faced with. First,
8K TV content for broadcasting is crucial but rather
insufficient. Second, using 8K TV equipment in news
gathering systems such as outside broadcasting cars
and helicopters is not currently practical because of
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the reasons described earlier. The same situation ex-
isted for HDTV in the late 1990s, wherein creating
HDTV content and gathering news was difficult be-
cause of the expensive and bulky equipment. In con-
trast, analogue TV content was sufficient and the pro-
fessional equipment required was less expensive and
of small size and low weight. Therefore, analogue TV
content was upconverted to HDTV content to resolve
the problems of insufficient HDTV content and ex-
pensive equipment. The HD equipment available cur-
rently is sufficiently small to be used for news gather-
ing and outside broadcasting; however, analogue con-
tent is still used for HDTV broadcasting with ana-
logue TV-to-HDTV upconversion as much excellent
analogue content has been stored and accumulated
over time. However, upconverted content is blurry be-
cause the images are interpolated. The highest resolu-
tion of the original image and the interpolated image
remains the same despite using an ideal interpolation
filter. The upconverted HDTV content can be imme-
diately recognised as it appears blurry. The resolution
ratio of HDTV to analogue TV is 5:1. The same issue
will occur if HDTV content is used for upconversion
to 8K TV. The accumulated HDTV content is inter-
laced as the professional equipment used for it is an
interlaced system; hence, we need to upconvert this
interlaced content to 8K TV content, including that
for news gathering and outside broadcasting.

As discussed earlier, the resolution ratio of HDTV
to 8K TV is 1:32, whereas that for analogue TV-to-
HDTV conversion is 1:5. This shows that HDTV-to-
8K TV conversion produces blurrier content than that
produced by analogue TV-to-HDTV conversion. Cur-
rently the upconversion from the interlaced HDTV to
progressive HDTV (full HD) is not so difficult and
the full HD equipment such as cameras, recorders and
other studio equipment are available. However, the
upconversion from full HD to 8K is still 1:16 and it is
higher magnifying scale than that of analogue TV to
HDTV. Such blurry content does not take advantages
of the high resolution screen, which is the most im-
portant sales point of 8K TV. Enhancers are generally
used to improve the resolution of images and videos
(Schreiber, 1970)(Lee, 1980)(Pratt, 2001). These en-
hancers use a simple algorithm to cope with real-
time signal processing for videos and are provided in
most digital HDTVs and 4K TVs. However, these
enhancers cannot create high frequency elements as
they only amplify the edges in an image. Therefore, it
is necessary to develop a new technology which can
cope with creating such elements that are not avail-
able for the current upconverted images.

2 SUPER RESOLUTION (SR)

Super Resolution (SR) is a technology that creates a
high-resolution image from low-resolution ones (Park
et al., 2003)(Farsiu et al., 2004) (van Eekeren et al.,
2010) (Houa and Liu, 2011) (Protter et al., 2009)
(Panda et al., 2011). The keyword phrase ”Super
resolution” gets about 160 million hits on Google.
Indeed, there are many SR proposals, but most of
them are complex algorithms involving many itera-
tions. If the iterations are conducted for video sig-
nals, frame memories, of the same number as the it-
erations, are required. Such algorithms are almost
impossible to work with real-time hardware for the
upconverted 8K content. Although non-iterative SR
was proposed (Sanchez-Beato and Pajares, 2008), it
only reduces aliasing artifact for a couple of images
with B-Splines. It is not sufficient to improve HDTV-
to-8K upconverted blurry videos because the upcon-
verted videos do not have aliasing at all. SR for TV
should have low delay. Especially in live news broad-
casts, conversations between announcers in the TV
studio and persons at the reporting point tend to be af-
fected by delays. For viewers, the superimposed time
is not accurate on a TV screen if the delay is longer
than 60 seconds. For these reasons, complex SR algo-
rithms with iterations cannot be used in TV systems.
Although a real-time SR technology for HDTV was
proposed (Toshiba, 2016)(Matsumoto and Ida, 2010),
its resolution is worse than that of HDTV without SR
(Gohshi et al., 2014).

SR with non-linear signal processing (NLSP) has
been proposed as an alternative to the conventional
image enhancement methods (Authors related), and
it has several advantages compared with conventional
SR technologies. Since it does not use iterations or
frame memories, it is sufficiently lightweight to be
installed in an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray) for real-time video processing. Furthermore, it
can create frequency elements that are higher than
those of the original image, as has been proven by per-
forming two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D-
FFT) results (Gohshi and Echizen, 2013) . However,
it has not been used for 8K content because the sys-
tem clock of 8K is 2.3376 GHz. In this paper, we
present real-time HD/8K upconverter with NLSP to
improve actual resolution of the content upconverted
to 8K from HDTV.
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3 SR WITH NON-LINEAR
SIGNAL PROCESSING

The basic idea of NLSP is like that of the one-
dimensional signal processing shown in Figure 1
(Gohshi and Echizen, 2013). The input is distributed
to two blocks. The upper path creates high-frequency
elements that the original image does not have as fol-
lows. The original image is processed with a high
pass filter (HPF) to detect edges. The output of the
HPF is edge information that has a sign, i.e., plus
or minus, for each pixel. After the HPF, the edges
are processed with a non-linear function (NLF). If
an even function such asx2 is used as the NLF, the
sign information is lost. To stop this from happen-
ing, the most significant bit (MSB) is taken from the
edge information before the NLF and restored af-
ter the NLF. Non-linear functions generate harmon-
ics that can create frequency elements that are higher
than those of the original image. NLSP using a num-
ber of non-linear functions should be able to create
high-frequency elements. Here, we proposey = x2

for plus edges andy =−x2 for minus edges.
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Figure 1: NLSP algorithm.

It is well known that images are expanded in a
Fourier series (Mertz and Gray, 1934). Here, we take
a one-dimensional imagef (x) to make the explana-
tion simple. f (x) is expanded as follows.

f (x) =
+N

∑
n=−N

ancos(nω0)+ bnsin(nω0) (1)

ω0 is the fundamental frequency and N means a
positive integer. The HPF attenuates low-frequency
elements including the zero frequency element (DC).
We denote the output of the HPF byg(x) and it
becomes as follows.

g(x) =
−M

∑
n=−N

ancos(nω0)+ bnsin(nω0)

+
N

∑
n=M

ancos(nω0)+ bnsin(nω0) (2)

M is also a positive integer andN > M. The
frequency elements from−M to M are eliminated
with the HPF. DC has the largest energy in the im-
ages, and it sometimes causes saturation whereby the
images become either all white or all black. The
square function does not cause saturation by elimi-
nating DC, and it has the following effect. Edges
are represented with sin(nω0) and cos(nω0) func-
tions. The square function generates sin2(nω0) and
cos2(nω0) from sin(nω0) and cos(nω0). sin2(nω0)
and cos2(nω0) generate sin2(nω0) and cos2(nω0).
Theoretically it can be explained as follows. Since
the most significant bit (MSB) of theg(x) is protected,
the input of the LMT forg(x)> 0 becomes the Equa-
tion 3 and that of the LMT forg(x) < 0 becomes the
Equation 4.

(g(x))2 =
−M

∑
n=−2N

cncos(nω0)+ dnsin(nω0)

+
2N

∑
n=M

cncos(nω0)+ dnsin(nω0) (3)

−(g(x))2 =−
−M

∑
n=−2N

cncos(nω0)+ dnsin(nω0)

−
2N

∑
n=M

cncos(nω0)+ dnsin(nω0) (4)

Here,cn anddn are coefficients of the expansion of
Equation 2. Although Equations 3 and 4 have the high
frequency elements from(N +1)ω0) to 2Nω0), they
do not exist in the input image, Equation 1. Since
these high frequency elements are created with the
non-linear function, some of them are too large and
need to be processed with LMT. After LMT process-
ing, the created high frequency elements are added to
the input with ADD. These NLFs create frequency el-
ements that are two times higher than the input, and
they can be used to double the size of the images hor-
izontally and vertically, such as in the upconversion
from HD to 4K.

It is necessary to apply NLSP horizontally
and vertically, since images and videos are two-
dimensional signals. Figure 2 is a block diagram
of the real-time video processing. The input is dis-
tributed to two paths. The output of the upper line,
the delay path, is the same as the input. The signal is
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Figure 2: Block diagram of real-time hardware.
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Figure 3: Characteristics of 2D-LPF.

delayed until the signal processing on the other paths
ends. The bottom line includes a two-dimensional
low pass filter (2D-LPF) and a parallel NLSP part.
The 2D-LPF block decreases noise in video because
noise has horizontal and vertical high frequency el-
ements. Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional fre-
quency characteristics of the 2D-LPF. 2D-LPF passes
the checker marked area and eliminates the diagonal
frequency elements, i.e., the four corners shown in
Figure 3. NLSP creates horizontal high frequency el-
ements and vertical high frequency elements. Both
horizontal and vertical high frequency, diagonal, el-
ements are processed with horizontal NLSP and ver-
tical NLSP separately. If these frequency elements
are processed with NLSP, the diagonal frequency ele-
ments are emphasized to excess.

Figure 4: Appearance of real-time hardware.

The human visual system is not so sensitive to the
horizontal and vertical high-frequency elements, i.e.
the four corners shown in Figure 3 (Sakata, 1980).
This means these frequency elements in the NLSP
video do not affect the perceived resolution. Thus,
to maintain the original diagonal resolution, the orig-
inal diagonal frequency elements are sent through the
delay line and added to the output. After the 2D-LPF
the signal is provided into two paths. The upper path
is the horizontal NLSP, and the lower path is the ver-
tical NLSP. The three video paths are added together
at the end to create the NLSP video. This parallel sig-
nal processing is fast. It reduces the delay from input
to output, as discussed in section 1, and it can work
at 60 Hz. Figure 4 shows the NLSP hardware. It up-
converts full to 4K , and it processes the up-converted
4K video with NLSP to increase the resolution at 60
Hz. The NLSP algorithm is installed in the FPGA,
which is located under the heat sink. Although there
are many parts on the circuit board, most of them are
input and output interface devices and electric power
devices.

Figure 5 shows an image processed with the NLSP
hardware shown in Figure 4. Figure 5(a) is just an en-
largement from HD to 4K, and it looks blurry. Fig-
ure 5(b) shows the image processed with NLSP af-
ter the enlargement. Its resolution is clearly better
than that of Figure 5(a). Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are the
2D-FFT results of Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively.
In Figures 5(c) and 5(d), the horizontal axis the the
horizontal frequency and the vertical axis the vertical
frequency. HD Figure 5(d) has horizontal and verti-
cal high-frequency elements that Figure 5(c) does not
have. This shows that real-time hardware works and
it produced the high frequency elements that the orig-
inal image does not possess.

4 NLSP FOCUSING EFFECT

Focus is an important factor for creating finely de-
tailed content. Professional cameras do not have auto-
focus functions because professional camera persons
have the ability to adjust the fine focus and use com-
plex focus controls on the HD cameras. It is very dif-
ficult to manually adjust the focus of 8K cameras us-
ing only a small viewfinder, and if the focus is off,
the 8K format cannot live up to its full potential. Be-
cause 8K is developed for broadcasting, 8K cameras
are equipped with zoom lenses as well as HD cam-
eras. The focus of zoom lenses is less accurate than
that of single-focus lenses. A zoom lens makes it
more difficult to accurately adjust the focus. HD-to-
8K upconverted videos are blurry and their character-
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(a) 4K image enlarged from HD (b) 5(a) with NLSP

(c) 2D-FFT result of Figure 5(a) (d) 2D-FFT result of Figure 5(b)

Figure 5: Image processed with real-time NLSP.

(a) Blurry image (b) Focused image with NLSP

Figure 6: Focusing effect.
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Figure 7: Block diagram of full HD to 8K upconverter with NLSP.

istics are similar to those of out-of-focus videos. It is important to note that NLSP has a focusing effect.
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Figure 8: Divided 4K frame with full HD.

Figure 9: Real-time full HD to 4K upconverter with NLSP.

Figure 6(a) shows a blurry image. The original image
is crisp (it is part of a test pattern), and a low pass fil-
ter (LPF) is used to blur the image. Figure 6(b) shows
the result of processing the image in Figure 6(a) with
the NLSP hardware. Comparing these figures, we ob-
serve that the resolution of the image in Figure 6(b)
is better than that of Figure 6(a) and the focus looks
adjusted. This effect is owing to the characteristics of
NLSP. NLSP can generate high-frequency elements
that the original image does not have, and these high-
frequency elements have a focusing effect. The fo-
cusing effect works for the unconverted blurry 8K to
improve the resolution.

5 REAL-TIME HD-TO-8K
UPCONVERTER

5.1 HD to 8K Upconverter with NLSP

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the HD-to-8K up-
converter. The input, which is full HD, is shown on
the left side and the 8K output is shown on the right
side of Figure 7. The HD-to-8K upconversion is pro-
cessed in two steps: full HD-to-4K and 4K-to-8K up-
conversion. The left half of Figure 7 shows the block
diagram of the upconverter from full HD to 4K, which
uses two dimensional Lanczos interpolation (Duchon,
1979). The upconverted 4K video from HD is blurry
and is processed with NLSP to improve resolution.
The real-time hardware for full HD to 4K upconver-
sion with NSLP is shown in Figure 9.

The latter signal processing of the image in Fig-
ure 7 achieved via upconversion from 4K to 8K us-
ing NLSP. The upconverted 4K frame comprises four
full HD frames, which are divided as shown in Fig-
ure 8. Each HD frame is processed with the same unit

shown in Figure 9, and the four 4K frames with NLSP
are created.These 4K frames are combined to create
an 8K frame with NLSP. The real-time hardware for
the 4K-to-8K upconversion with NLSP is shown in
Figure 11, which includes four of the full HD-to-4K
upconverter units shown in Figure 9. The other units
are the divider and combiner units shown in Figures
7.

5.2 Resolution of the 8K Upconverted
Image

Figure 10 shows parts of example 8K images upcon-
verted using the real-time hardware shown in Figures
9 and 11. The images shown in Figures 10(a) and
10(c) are blurry because the NLSP option is off. The
images in Figures 10(b) and 10(d) are created with
the NLSP option on. The resolution of these images is
better than of the ones in Figures 10(a) and 10(c). The
only difference between them is whether the NLSP
was used or not. Note that NLSP improves the res-
olution of upconverted 8K content. The focus effect
discussed in Section 4 works, and it improves the res-
olution of the blurry image. The discussed hardware
can upconvert images from full HD to 8K in real-time
and will be useful for 8K broadcasting. It can address
the problems of insufficient 8K content and is capable
of upconverting HDTV content of varying quality to
8K.

Currently the square function is applied to create
the high frequency elements and it works. However,
we should continue to try and find a better nonlinear
function than the square function to improve image
quality. 8K is a broadcasting system and there are
various kinds of content such as news, drama, variety
shows, sports and others. HDTV-to-8K upconverter
have to process this content. Upconversion tests for
the various content should be done before 8K broad-
asting becomes operational.

5.3 Result

Upconverted videos are blurry, and this is a serious
issue for HD-to-8K conversion. Although SR algo-
rithms have been proposed, they are complex and
cannot cope with real-time videos, particularly high-
speed 8K videos. An algorithm for an HD-to-8K
upconverter with NLSP was proposed and real-time
hardware was developed. The converter creates high-
frequency elements that the upconverted blurry video
does not possess and produces high-resolution 8K
content. This converter will be helpful for fixing the
problems of insufficient 8K content and mobile news
gathering for 8K broadcasting. Searching for a better
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(a) HD to 8K upconverted image 1 (b) HD to 8K upconverted image 1 with NLSP

(c) HD to 8K upconverted image 2 (d) HD to 8K upconverted image 2 with NLSP

Figure 10: Upconverted images with real-time HD-to-8K upconverter.

Figure 11: Real-time 4K to 8K upconverter with NLSP.

nonlinear function and testing it with various content
should be the primary focus forn the near future.
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